
FREEDOM TO CHOOSE 
A recent study performed by human resources research firm Inavero and freelancing website Upwork found workforce’s youngest 

members are prompting significant change across key areas of business operations, including the enablement and engagement of 

remote workers. Coupled with the increased demand for work-life balance, this workplace dynamics shift—and its effect on remote 

workers—continues to complicate customer experience management. 

Traditional workforce optimization (WFO) practices used features like Shift Bidding and Agent Preference Scheduling to try to 

involve agents in the schedule assignment process, but these tactics never really met agent or business requirements. As a result, 

workforce schedulers remained stuck between a rock and a hard place, forced to choose between giving agents their preferred 

work shifts in order to keep them happy (thus improving agent retention) or meeting their contact center’s service level and  

staffing requirements.
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But now there’s a way to meet both needs. The Intraday Dynamic Scheduling feature available in Calabrio ONE allows 

administrators or schedulers to invite select agents to add voluntary overtime, time off, or both voluntary overtime and time off to 

their own schedules as they desire. Here’s how it works.

Through a simple setup, administrators or schedulers define the schedule parameters and choose participants—perhaps, for 

example, limiting participation to certain agents or teams based on merit or seniority. With changes typically in effect only for the 

current day or a few days in the future, schedulers remain in control, able to quickly adjust coverage by offering overtime or time-off 

if contact volume rises above or falls below estimates.

And agents feel empowered. With just a few clicks, they easily adjust their shifts to accommodate the needs of their family, their 

second job or even their hobbies. An agent’s updated work shift is then incorporated into the MySchedule widget and can be made 

available to the agent’s mobile device, for easy and on-demand access. 

By offering the best of both worlds, Calabrio’s Intraday Dynamic Scheduling transforms the agent schedule selection process, 

resulting in fully staffed schedules that also meet the work-life balance requirements of your agents.
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